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FIG. 1: A) Density of Twitter activity. B) Areas connected to
urban centers. C) Social fragmentation into regions that combine
the urban centers, determined by where people choose to travel.

Increasing polarization, even fragmentation, of society is becom-
ing apparent in US politics. There is a sense that society is sepa-
rating into parts, each of which is listening only to other members
of that group. The separation between groups can enable them to
deviate even further in values and perspectives. Here we investi-
gate social fragmentation by analysis of where people travel—and

the boundaries they choose not to cross—using travel information
about individuals obtained from Twitter data.

As individuals travel for personal or business reasons, they show
us which areas are connected socially. Studying the network of
connections is a powerful way to determine separation into groups
and the natural breakpoints between them [1]. Figure 1 shows A)
the density of Twitter activity that is centered in cities, B) areas
that are the domains of individual cities extended into the suburban
and rural areas that are linked to them and C) larger areas of the
US that are separated by boundaries that have less travel across
them. While these urban areas have been identified previously [2],
the larger domains between the urban and national scale may be
the important domains of social fragmentation.

There are 20 such areas (Figure 1 C). Similar patterns have been
detected by analyzing mobile phone calls [3]. Some areas represent
single states, like Florida, Texas or Michigan. Other areas comprise
multiple states. New England is mostly a single area, and so are
the Carolinas or Georgia and Alabama.

Washington, Oregon, Montana and most of Idaho together form

a large area that spans the northwest of the US. This region bor-
ders two other large regions, one of which includes southern Idaho,
Utah, Wyoming and Colorado, and the other one includes Min-
nesota, Iowa, eastern Wisconsin and both Dakotas. Below the lat-
ter, Oklahoma is combined with Kansas. Missouri and southern
Illinois are a separate region.

Northern Illinois is combined with Wisconsin and northern Indi-
ana in a region that includes the west coast of Lake Michigan. The
rest of Indiana is combined with Kentucky and Tennessee in a mid-
western region that borders with a southern region comprised by
Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas and parts of southwest Tennessee.
Ohio is connected to West Virgina and western Pennsylvania.

Washington DC is integrated with Maryland and Virginia. New
York city is combined with much of New Jersey, Delaware and
eastern Pennsylvania, while upstate New York is a separate region
connected to northwest Pennsylvania.

Southern California, including Los Angeles, is separate from
northern California, including San Francisco. Nevada is split be-
tween these two regions. Next to it, Arizona and New Mexico are
combined in a southwest region that is linked to areas of Mexico.

Our analysis suggests that the US fragmentation should not be
viewed as just forming two groups, often called red/blue aligning
with right and Republican versus left and Democratic [4]. Instead
there appear to be approximately 20 groups reflecting the selec-
tiveness of social interactions.
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